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Industrial Placement program is an obligation for all students in Universitas
Multimedia Nusantara, including for Hotel Operation’s students. Each student that
already completes the second semester and the prerequisite from Universitas
Multimedia Nusantara could join six-months long of Industrial Placement. The
objective of this Industrial Placement is to improve student’s skills in room division in
hotel, especially in Front Office Department. The writer started this program on July
22nd, 2019 and ended on January 22nd, 2019 in Grand Hyatt Jakarta Hotel. From this
Industrial Placement program, writer obtained more knowledge of Hotel Industry
especially about the Room Divisions. Writer also built up a relationship with fellow
trainees from other schools and universities, staff, and the managers which can assist
writer for future carrier path.
Grand Hyatt Jakarta Hotel is one of five-star hotels in Jakarta. The hotel is under
the Hyatt Hotels Corporation and has a high standard of service. Grand Hyatt Jakarta
has many facilities that ensure the comfort for the staying guests. The Industrial
Placement program is important because writer can learn more from the situations that
really happen in the hotel, not only theoretically. From all the problems that happened,
writer learn to handle problems professionally. Hopefully, this report can give a detailed
information related to the hotel industry working system for other students who pursue
to join Industrial Placement in Grand Hyatt Jakarta.
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and support from the others. So, writer also want to thank my family who always beside
me and support me for the past six months, both materially or non-materially.
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Agus Sumantri as the Business Centre Supervisor, Mrs. Siti Muniroh as Club Olympus
Asst. Manager, and Mrs. Agnes Palupi as Room Reservation Manager. Thank you for
the guidance so writer can understand all about the hotel including the work procedures
as well the system used. And also for all Front Office Department staff in-charge,
especially in Business Centre, Lobby Ambassador, Club Olympus, and Room
Reservation who welcome writer well. Thank you for teaching writer all of the
procedures. For the other trainee fellows, thank you for being a good listener and to help
writer while facing problems.
Then, writer want say thank you to my lecturer Mr. Oqke Prawira, S.ST, M.Si.Par,
Ms. Adestya Ayu, S.ST, M.Si.Par, Ms. Septi Fahmi Choirisa, S.Kom.I, M.Par, Ms.
Yoanita Alexandra, S.E, B.A, M.Par, who helped writer, so writer could complete the
industrial placement as well as the report. Especially to Ms. Adestya Ayu, S.ST,
M.Si.Par as writer advisor, that kept monitoring writer’s work performance and report.
Lastly, writer hope this report can be a guidance or reference to all of the junior in
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